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Earlier this year Jason Tenenbaum penned an interesting piece for I-CONnect about a general right to access the
internet.[1] Mr Tenebaum’s focus on international covenants, such as the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights (ICCPR) and the International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights (ICESCR),
nicely laid out the basic arguments for such a protected right. This comment provides a potentially more pressing
view of Tenenbaum’s argument, asking a slightly more difficult question: should social media be recognized as a
human right?
Social media has become (or is sometimes perceived as) one of the most significant threats to not just
authoritarian and quasi-authoritarian governments, but even at times to liberal democracies. When wanting to
suppress free speech and the possibility of insurrection an initial step governments often take is shutting down not
necessarily the whole internet, but social media in particular. Turkey did this earlier this year, temporarily blocking
Twitter after the Prime Minister attacked the site.[2] Recently an Iranian prosecutor gave the government thirty
days to block social media such as Whatsapp and other services.[3] According to a 2013 study of sixty countries
by Freedom House, nineteen countries block some types of social media or other communication applications.[4]
Countries that did so included: India, Turkey, China, Iran, Syria, Pakistan, and Ethiopia, among others.
But social media bans, or threats of such bans, have also been linked to less controversial and long-standing
democratic governments. During the London 2011 summer riots, Prime Minister Cameron debated blocking Twitter
and other messaging applications.[5] In December 2012 Australian Liberals were advised to close their social
media accounts ahead of the 2013 general election.[6] Many backbench Australian MPs deprecated the proposal
and refused to do so. In May of this year Thailand’s military junta threatened to block social media for inciting
violence or criticizing military leaders,[7] and the Malay government has also threatened to block Facebook
because of a rising level of abuses.[8] Most recently, popular photo-sharing application Instagram was blocked
during the Umbrella Movement protests in Hong Kong.[9]
These actions raise a number of difficult questions. In particular, are there times when governments can
legitimately block social media services (such as during crises or riots), or do citizens have an unfettered right to
social media no matter the circumstances? If such services are determined to be a right, what are bases for
acknowledging this? Additionally, what role has social media played under authoritarian governments and where is
it likely to lead? This comment attempts to briefly answer some of these questions.
Although this piece primarily focuses on contemporary social media (i.e. Facebook, Twitter, Wikipedia, etc.), it is
important to note in particular cases such platforms could potentially include other internet based services, such as
email, and even non-internet based services, such as SMS or other telecom messaging services. The primary
service Mr Cameron thought about blocking during the 2011 London riots was a Blackberry Messaging application,
a special feature of such phones which shielded users’ messaging from authorities more significantly than regular
SMS. Additionally, Shirky notes that SMS messaging has at times been instrumental in ousting governmental
leaders.[10]
The Basis for Social Media as a Human Right
The Internet (and social media, in particular) is not technically considered a public forum because private ISPs
provide the basic means of access and private tech companies often control the content.[11] If individuals or
companies are denied access or have content censored by these private entities, it is understandable that
freedom of expression issues are not engaged. But when the Internet, social media or other messaging
applications are intentionally disconnected or disrupted through deliberate government intervention, such rights
are engaged. Of course, this line remains murky, considering many social media companies cooperate with
governments, providing vast amounts of personal information to governmental agencies.
Recognition of social media as a human right is distinctive because of the number of important rights which
converge into it: namely, freedom of: association, expression, and information. Firstly, members using social media
are participating in an associative right. They have chosen to join particular platforms and have often chosen the
friends or followers they interact with on those sites. Some platforms, such as Facebook, even provide groups
outside of the “friends” or “followers” users interact with (i.e., members can potentially follow their church, writing
group or book club on such services…but do not have to be “friends” or “follow” all associated members). Many
informal and traditionally formal groups are now based-on social media and interact with members exclusively or
in conjunction with their social media accounts. While not all citizens join such interactive platforms, for the many
who do access is essential to daily life, and exclusion from such services can be harmful.[12] If such access is
hindered or severed, even for a short period, citizens lose a valuable associative right. But of course that is not all
they lose.
The cognate expressive and informational components remain vastly important to social media, particularly
because these platforms revolve around conversation and information: the opportunity to engage in conversation
(i.e., expression) and to have access to the information you choose to follow, is fundamental: these rights are
highly valued offline, and there should be no difference in the virtual world. After all, “[f]ree expression on the Net
and open access to websites is crucial.”[13] Tenenbaum previously acknowledged that freedom of expression
under the ICCPR includes the right to information; in particular, Article 19(2) states that “[e]veryone shall have the
right to freedom of expression; this right shall include freedom to seek, receive and impart information and ideas of
all kinds, regardless of frontiers, either orally, in writing or in print, in the form of art, or through any other media of
his choice.”[14] Though the ICCPR was adopted in 1966, seeking, receiving, and imparting information are the key
components of social media, just as such acts are key components of daily (offline) social life. The temporal
elasticity of social media is also unique: conversations can be held in real time or can be intermittent throughout
the day/month/year; they can even be archived and responded to years, or potentially decades, later.
Democracy-Enabling or Rights-Infringing?
Some push for social media to be recognized as a human right exists, but most of it came shortly after the Arab
Spring, when the services were perceived as “democracy-enabling”. In 2012 the Council of Europe posted a
discussion paper about the topic,[15] and before this Human Rights Watch advocated for laws to protect such
activity.[16] Even the famed Austin, TX music festival South by Southwest took up a panel exploring the issue.[17]
Recently however, the conversation has changed. In part this occurred because the Islamic State (“ISIS” or “ISIL”)
has been so adept at social media, posting videos broadcasting propaganda, beheadings, and other
gruesome/disturbing images among a variety of international social media outlets. As the Islamic State began
gaining ground throughout Iraq this past summer, the Iraqi government banned many social media providers for
seventeen days.[18] However the ban was largely ineffective, and even in the face of airstrikes the Islamic State
has strengthened its position in Iraq. Since the expansion of the Islamic State and the already disconcerting
evidence of widespread online abuse (including rampant bullying, hate speech and sexism, amongst other things),
social media has now come to be perceived by many as potentially damaging or “rights-infringing”, as opposed to
“democracy-enabling”. This significant cultural shift has hampered governmental abilities to find best practices, not
only in terms of access to such services, but also as regards its content.
Social media content has received a good deal of attention from journalists, scholars, and governments, but
starkly little consistency has emerged regarding principles such as free speech and the line between criminal/non-
criminal material. The consensus among western social media companies (Twitter, Facebook, Google, etc.)
appears to be that beheadings and other gruesome videos are not a form of free speech.[19] But acts of terrorism
or brutality are not the only items getting blocked. Messages related to child abuse, criminal activity, and even
political action statements often get blocked. Regarding this type of censorship, the Council of Europe report noted
significant difficulties:
[D]ue to the limitations inherent in these restrictive measures, Internet blocking does not serve the aim of removing
targeted content from the Internet (and does little, for example, to protect children from abuse). It is highly
intrusive; ineffective in preventing determined users from accessing illegal content; inevitably blocks legal content;
and can sometimes assist those against whom it is used.
Moreover, it is often based on vague, arbitrary laws (or no law at all); usually relies on secret lists, unknown to the
public and drawn up by unaccountable bodies; and is seriously lacking in due process, both when applied as
prevention – with exclusion of stakeholders, notification and a right to object to blocking – and after the fact, in
terms of challengeability (would-be publishers and recipients are both unable effectively to challenge lists or
decisions).[20]
The report goes onto emphasize one of this comment’s major points: that blocking occurs “not only in manifestly
repressive countries but also in modern democracies”.[21]
Social Media and Authoritarian Regimes
While some western governments have had issues with social media, authoritarian regimes have undoubtedly
had a complicated relationship with such services. Given that many platforms allow for easy and wide
dissemination of opinions and information, as noted above, a number of regimes have blocked or heavily censored
social media. The Arab Spring (also known as the “Twitter revolutions”) brought this issue into prominent focus.
The emphasis throughout these revolved around the freedom of expression for mobilization efforts. Although there
is on-going debate in regard to how integral social media was to the ensuing movements, there appears to be little
doubt that outlets such as Facebook and Twitter played a significant, if not vital, role in mobilizing citizens for
particular demonstrations.[22] The ease with which information was shared on social media allowed for mass
demonstrations to be scheduled in many countries.
Above it was noted that disruption to these social platforms violates citizens’ basic rights to freedom of expression
and information, but it also subsequently curtails citizens’ rights to freedom of assembly, given that citizens may no
longer have access to information regarding when and where demonstrations will take place. Smaller
demonstrations may go undetected by the larger citizenry or the media, making it easier for governments to break-
up or curtail such actions. Nevertheless, authoritarian governments have certainly recognized social media as an
enabler of mass demonstrations, and have (sometimes) responded by blocking and censoring in order to preserve
their hold on power, however fragile.
Many authoritarian regimes currently lack the technological capability to block or censor such services, but will
eventually acquire the capabilities to do so.[23] Given their technological abilities, China is perhaps the best
example of what other authoritarian regimes may become in this regard. Though wide-ranging Internet and mobile
access pervades most cosmopolitan areas, rights violations occur because of the denial of access to particular
platforms or the censoring/blocking of information.  Not only does China consistently block various social media
outlets such as Twitter, YouTube, and Facebook (among others), but its own state-run social media outlet, Sina
Weibo, censors a plethora of material. In this respect social media rights are doubly-violated: first by access to
various platforms; then by censoring content on state-approved platforms.
Conclusion
I bring these issues up not to defend those posting gruesome or offensive material on social media services or to
criticize governments attempting to curtail (sometimes brutal) insurrection, but to start a conversation among
academics, governments, and the private sector about finding best practices going forward. Clay Shirky raised
some of these questions over three years ago,[24] and today answers seem even more muddled. At present social
media appears to be perceived as a luxury, allowed by governments during relative calm and yet impeded or
restrained during times of insurrection. Further, blocking particular content on social media in many countries,
including modern democracies, is often governed by vague and arbitrary laws. Of course the complexity of these
questions contains inherent difficulties, but there is little reason for social media to remain such an opaque legal
domain.
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